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I have enclosed the TriYoga International administrative fee of $ ($108 per level)
If currency is not in U.S. dollars, enclose the equivalent of $115 U.S. (currency exchange fees)

For certification outside of a regularly scheduled teacher training, please arrange times and fees 
directly with the senior teacher. The teacher’s fee is separate from the TYI administrative fee.

etaDemaN

Address

Tel

Email

What is the best way to contact you? Email Tel Mail

Recommendation:
The signatures below verify that the criteria for certification have been met. The applicant is prepared 
to teach the five series of the stated level and can demonstrate the other criteria. 

Applicant

Verified by Kaliji or recommending teacher

The recommending teacher must be certified in the given level.

The application has three pages. Please fill it out completely.

Submit the application to TriYoga International and/or the certifying teacher two weeks prior to 
 certification or as requested. 

On the line below, please write your name as you would like it to appear on your certificate.

Circle one: Visa, MasterCard, American Express, ATM, check (payable to TriYoga) or cash. Total enclosed $

Name on Credit Card

etaD .pxE.oN draC

etaDleveL ni deifitreC

Recommended for further study in Level Date

Kaliji or Teacher Training Staff

(Applicant: please do not write below this line.)

Postal codeCountryetatSytiC
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Give an overview of the ways in which you have prepared for certification in this level. Include methods 
that you used both to learn the series and how to teach them. Refer to the certification criteria.

Teacher Training(s)

Classes

Private Sessions

Personal Study (be specific)
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This is for your own use. It is optional to include this with your application.

Certification is based on the five-series manual of the given level. It includes the five parts of 
a TriYoga class. 

¯ ¯.

¯

1. Set classroom ambiance

2. Understand the written aspects in the series, 
such as seasons, breaths, repeats and symbols

3. Understand the class sequence and 
teaching materials in the Basics manual

4. Demonstrate the series

alignments

breath

focus

pace

5. Use props

personal

assisting students

6. Assist with alignment

verbal cues

mirroring

hands-on

7. Teach the flow 

say (side) breath, pose, if asana

give clear alignment cues

economy of words

voice and delivery

pacing

give an alternative posture or sequence

include the five breathing practices

8. Guide Yoga Nidra 

9. Guide Prana Vidya: Daily Five,
concentration and meditation

10. Lead close of class 

¯


